SparkX

Elevate your social life.

One time neuro-chip implant.
Microchip outfitted with microphone, camera, and personal projection device.
When activated, holographic text appears beside conversation partner(s).

Deep learning + voice recognition.
Say the perfect line, every time.

Guided responses
Heads-up-display gives you options for the emotions you want to convey.
Responses are guided by growing database of 10,000,000+ human social interactions.

Want effortless conversation?
SparkX provides you with the appropriate words for any social situation.

- Impress others and make new friends.
- Nail the punchline, or that interview.
- Cure your social anxiety!
- Be charming. Be a leader.
1. Go to a certified SparkX location to get your neurochip inserted. The procedure should take less than an hour and is designed to be minimally invasive. You won’t feel a thing.

2. A SparkX projection device comes with a tiny microphone and facial recognition software embedded into the user’s neurons. The recognition software doesn’t require a physical lens, but uses the same visual data that your brain interprets from your eyes.

3. Activate the SparkX module by verbal confirmation.

4. When activated, the module adjusts your field of vision via holographic projection whenever you are engaging in conversation with a person(s). The holograph appears next to the person by default, but the location can be adjusted.

5. SparkX projects a list of 3-4 things to say in the conversation, and is updated in real time.

6. The lines vary by emotion that you want to convey. The options may be assertive, kind, leading, flirtatious, joking, serious, or more. The AI will only provide socially acceptable options and will try to maximize others’ liking of you.

7. However, it is ultimately up to you to say what you want. SparkX serves as your social guide, but it’s your words and your life. We’re helping you maximize it.

8. SparkX uses the data from your conversations to help you further build rapport and will remember pertinent details about each person. If someone asks you if you remember their favorite color, SparkX will provide you with the correct option, even if the initial conversation happened a long time ago.